
Mastering IPM Toolkit
Catchpoint's best practices series on Internet Performance Monitoring (IPM) 
for DevOps and IT teams.

Tour the Catchpoint Internet 
Performance Monitoring Platform
Get instant access to our self-guided tour and learn how 
you can use Catchpoint to anticipate, detect and fix 
problems fast across your entire digital delivery system 
from the end user's perspective. 

Visit catchpoint.com/tour  

These resources are intended to provide a set of best practices on IPM. Today’s IT organizations rely on hybrid digital architecture that depend heavily 
on Internet connectivity. APM is no longer a sufficient toolset for observability. Learn how IPM enables you to monitor and troubleshoot problems 
across your Internet Stack and reduce MTTR with the guidance of our practical, field-tested insights from Catchpoint’s experts.  

Synthetic Monitoring

Complement your RUM

withproactive synthetic

monitoring.

Internet Synthetic

Monitoring

Remove blind spots across

all components of the

Internet Stack.

Real User Monitoring

Complement your proactive

monitoring with real user

insights.

BGP Monitoring

Complement your RUM

withproactive synthetic

monitoring.

Endpoint Monitoring

Enable a new level of

visibility into your

workforce’s experience.

WebPageTest

Optimize website

performance using the

industry’s Gold Standard.

Internet Sonar

View at-a-glance status

details of all your internet

dependencies.

Tracing

Enabling IT Ops teams to

quickly fix application

issues.

THE TOOLKIT INCLUDES: 

Today’s IT organizations rely on hybrid digital architecture that depend heavily on Internet connectivity. APM is no longer a sufficient 
toolset for observability. Learn how IPM enables you to monitor and troubleshoot problems across your Internet Stack and reduce MTTR 
with the guidance of our practical, field-tested insights from Catchpoint’s experts.  

 Our Comprehensive IPM Blog Series, each detailing a set of essential methods to establish or improve your approach to Internet 
Performance Monitoring. 

 IPM Master Class: Our Exclusive On-demand Classes, looking into how to optimize your digital services and rapidly detect and 
mitigate potentially costly disruptions. 

THE TOOLKIT INCLUDES: 

Protecting revenue through 
SLA monitoring 

Blog

Understand the critical role of 
neutral, third-party data in service 
level objective tracking and how to 
navigate the thorny challenges of 
service level agreements. 

Read

API monitoring for digital 
resilience 

Blog

Understand the intricacies of API 
transactions, the high stakes 
consequences of API failures, and 
how to enhance resilience. 

Read

Leo Vasiliou 

Former DevOps & Author of The SRE Report 

Brandon DeLap 

Sr. Solutions Engineer 

Monitoring from Your 
Users' Perspective

Master ClassMaster Class

Navigating data analysis



Blog 

Learn how to transform raw data 
into actionable insights with 
advanced AI tools and simple 
integration techniques for a 
comprehensive view of Internet 
health. 

Read

Introducing Internet 
Performance Monitoring  

Blog

Learn how IPM can provide you with 
deep visibility into every layer of the 
Internet Stack, and what to expect 
from our Best Practices Series. 

Read

Monitor What Matters from 
Where it matters

Blog 

Discover the importance of 
monitoring from your users’ 
viewpoint to prevent outages, 
improve experiences, and gain 
crucial network performance 
insights. 

Read

Leo Vasiliou 

Former DevOps & Author of The SRE Report 

Brandon DeLap 

Sr. Solutions Engineer 

Monitoring from Your 
Users' Perspective

Master ClassMaster Class

The essential CX monitoring 
framework 

Blog 

Dive into some of the key best 
practices for IPM, focusing on 
enhancing customer experience and 
the foundational elements of 
reachability, availability, 
performance, and reliability. 

Read

Key Takeaways from the IPM 
Series 

Blog

Get a snapshot of the six key 
takeaways from the series. 

Read

Optimizing CX Through 4 Pillars 
of Internet Resilience 

master Class

Learn how to monitor the 
foundational pillars of Internet 
Resilience, and the Catchpoint CX 
monitoring framework. 

Watch

Leo Vasiliou 

Former DevOps & Author of The SRE Report 

Brandon DeLap 

Sr. Solutions Engineer 

Monitoring from Your 
Users' Perspective

Master ClassMaster Class

Monitoring from Your Users’ 
Perspective 

master Class

Find out how to adapt your 
observability strategy to focus on 
the end-user, and why this can bring 
transformative results. 

Watch

https://www.catchpoint.com/tour

